Tatty Ratty
Main theme: a lost toy, precious things, transport.
Look out for: how Tatty Ratty changes in the pictures through the story.

Suggestions for initial discussion
What is your favourite toy? Which toy do you cuddle in bed? Has anybody
ever lost a precious toy?

Response activities
Let the children retell the story from Tatty Ratty’s point of view. Does he enjoy himself while Molly is so
worried?
There are several traditional tales and story characters mentioned in this book. Have some other books about
pirates, dragons and space rockets and accessible versions of The Three Bears and Cinderella.
Tatty Ratty has a long journey. Make a map of his travels with pictures of all the different sorts of transport he
uses.The map can be made in may ways: e.g. constructed from shapes and toys, drawn on paper or built in the
sand tray. Look at the Dragon that Tatty Ratty flies on as an example of a fantasy creature. Can the children
think up their own fantasy creature or transport designs? What do they look like and how might they work?
We see Molly and her parents at bedtime, bath time, breakfast and other times during two days. Make a picture
chart of Molly’s day.You could add clocks to show what time each thing happens.
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The Bear Under the Stairs
Main theme: childhood fears and how they become overwhelming.
Look out for: how the Bear travels through the book from looking at the endpapers inside the front and back covers.

Suggestions for initial discussion
Invite the children to say what they think about William’s fear of the Bear.What
would they have done? The children may ask if the Bear really did exist. Get
them to think about the difference between real and imagined experiences.
Discuss how easy it is to let your imagination run away with you. Reassure the
children that there is always an adult who they can tell if they are afraid of
something.

Response activities
How many words in the story rhyme with Bear? (e.g. bear, stairs, scared,
there, pear, lair etc. - if appropriate for the age group, discuss different spelling
patterns). Can you find any more rhyming words?
Look closely at the picture that shows what happened at night.What did the
Bear do at night while William was asleep? Make a picture chart to show that
the Bear:
• played with toys
• tried on clothes
• slid down the banisters
• had a bath
• listened to music
• cooked pancakes
• watched television
Why was there a strange smell? What
happens to food if we don’t eat it and leave it out of
the fridge? Set up a science experiment to see and smell
what happens if you leave a pear, a piece of bread and some
honey in the open air for a week.
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The Baby Who
Wouldn’t Go To Bed
Main theme: not wanting to go to bed.
Look out for: all the characters in the train, all the toys in the Baby’s
bedroom.

Suggestions for initial discussion
Do you like staying up late? What happens in your home when you want to stay up late? Does the Baby
really drive away from home?

Response activities
To support the learning of phonics, look at language where
onomatopoeia, rhyme, alliteration and assonance are used. For
example:
• onomatopoeia = vrrrum-chugga-chug
• rhyme = snoring & roaring
• alliteration = the train was too tired. Night time is for resting, not
racing
• assonance = sun was lulled

The musicians played a
lullaby. Do the children
know any lullabies? Find
one to learn and sing.
Look closely towards the
end of the book to see the
toys in the Baby’s bedroom.
Have we seen them before?
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Little Monster Did It!
Main theme: feelings of insecurity when a new baby comes home.
Look out for: the moment when the little sister realizes she cares for her
baby brother.

Suggestions for discussion
Start by the usual comments about enjoying the story, the best bit and the
favourite picture. It would probably be best not to relate this to the
children’s personal experience. Instead, ask about how they perceive the
little girl’s behaviour:What would you do to stop Little Monster’s bad
behaviour? Do you think the little girl is happy when Little Monster is
bad? What could she have done to help with the new baby? What were
you like when you were a baby?

Response activities
Make a collection of baby photos of everyone in
the class.Talk, draw and write about what they did
as babies and what they can do now. Make a table
to illustrate results, e.g.:
baby
now
wear nappies
YES
NO
eat by yourself
NO
YES
cry a lot
YES
NO
dress yourself
NO
YES
go to the toilet
NO
YES
sleep all day
YES
NO
talk real words
NO
YES

Look at the double page picture showing the
little girl looking for somewhere to hide. Can
you name all the rooms? What furniture can
you see in each room?
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